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• Right-sizing Mobility, Access, Circulation & Parking using MegaData Tools
• Henry Servin, Traffic and Parking Manager, City of Santa Monica

• Overhauling Park City - TDM, Parking & Stakeholder Engagement
• Julie Dixon, Principal, Dixon Resources Unlimited, and
• Kenzie Coulson, Assistant Public Works Director, Park City, Utah

• Case Study:  Tackling Truck Parking in Florida
• Amit Misra, Manager – R&D, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)
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OVERVIEW

Santa Monica Downtown Off-street Facilities Overview

Recent Santa Monica Rate Changes and Impacts

Behavior Change

Takeaways and Future Plans



Off-Street Locations



The Challenge

 Establish new parking fee structure that welcomes short-term sessions in 
Downtown and but allows for an increase to daily maximum rate in 
Downtown facilities with longer-term parking sessions

 Evaluate rate changes on and off street to change behavior
 Different rate changes applied on different demand dynamics by facility
 Different rate programs implemented based on season and day of week

 Gradually reduce free 90-minute “grace” period parking to 60 minutes, 
settling on a 30-minute “grace” period by 2021

 Evaluate adjustment of free EV & ADA parking policy in off-street parking 
facilities

 Implement data driven policy framework

 Provide an exceptional level of transparency



Why?

• Reduce congestion, reduce car trips
• Practice environmentally friendly and sustainable 

transportation policy
• Manage parking in line within the broader community 

goals in Santa Monica
• Increase the wellbeing of residents and visitors
• Provide mobility choices for all



Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)

LUCE provides specific language about how to better manage the parking 
resource and achieve greater mode shift to other transportation options, including:
 T21.6 – consider parking pricing and commuter parking limits as tools for managing 

congestion
 T21.8 – seek methods to use parking revenue to support travel by transit, bicycle, 

walking, and other modes
 T24.1 – manage all public parking so that on average, 15% of the spaces are available 

at all times of the day
 T26.2 – ensure that public parking prices reflect true cost of automobile parking



City of Santa Monica's Downtown Circulation Goals

• Manage on & off street Parking inventory @ 85% occupancy target

• Do More with Less:
• The City of Santa Monica recently eliminated parking minimums
• Remove 700 parking spaces within the downtown core
• Allocate some curb space to TNC's and other emerging uses

• Communicate parking dynamics clearly and effectively to 
interested stakeholders

- Engage with stakeholders inside and outside of City Government
• Residents, Employees, Visitors
• Development Community
• Local businesses



Collaboration with Smarking, Inc.

Smarking, Inc. is a data analytics company that specializes in transaction level 
parking data and assists municipalities in providing historical, real-time, and 
predictive occupancy analyses via secured open-data dashboards.
 Leverage data to inform decision making by exploring occupancy,  duration, 

revenue and rate change data
 Provide data driven evidence to clearly represent capacity challenges in our 

facilities
 Create better parking experiences for residents and visitors while reducing vehicular 

and parking impacts
 Measure and report on policy and pricing decisions more frequently



SMARKING Dashboard



Setting Parking Prices & Circulation Patterns 
Intelligently

• Santa Monica generates a tremendous amount of data
• PARCS, pay stations, loop counters, smart meters, sensors
• Lane volumes, video detection, signal progression

• Monitors Real Time data and mines historical transactional data
• Use historical data to inform and validate proposed price

changes



Communicating with Parking Data – Mapping!



Data Accuracy – Using Satellite Imagery to 
Ground Truth Level Data

• Smarking’s Image Recognition algorithm 
uses deep learning technology to 
identify cars with 95% accuracy

• Can be used to supplement sensor or 
manual count data

• If pattern of paid occupancy vs total 
occupancy is understood, algorithms 
can be employed to calculate total 
occupancy given payment data – real 
time.

Courtesy of Smarking, Inc., 2019



Preliminary Results of Parking Rate Changes
 Reduced total parking sessions in the Downtown core facilities
 Reduced high weekday and weekend peak occupancies in 

most Downtown parking facilities, reduce congestion
 Discouraged park and ride activity in the Downtown core 

facilities, reduced “hunt for parking”
 Increased parking availability for SM residents and visitors
 Encouraged parkers to utilize less expensive parking facilities on 

the periphery of the Downtown core, take a bike, TNC, or transit
Maintained dedicated revenue streams for the City to continue 

investing in parking, traffic and circulation programs







Key Takeaways – Pricing/Demand Dynamics

• Increasing rates significantly (i.e. 300% increase) can 
result in significant declines in peak occupancy

• The impact of small rate changes (i.e. 25% increase) can 
result in modest decreases in high/medium peak 
occupancy days depending on the location and day of the 
week

• Rate differences between garages can be leveraged to 
redirect parkers to lower occupancy locations



Key Takeaways – Pricing/Demand Dynamics
• Demand Elasticity: the percentage of demand change in response to the 

percentage of price change
• Parking’s demand elasticity: general range -0.2 ~ -0.4, average -0.3
• Generally speaking, parking exhibits inelastic demand, historical data from 

Santa Monica, and other venues confirms this.



New rate structure for Downtown parking facilities

 Phase One – make simple rate adjustments in FY 2017-19 that focus 
on long-term parking sessions

 Phase Two –gradually reduce the free parking period over the next 
two years and make rate adjustments to accommodate short 
term resident and visitor parking
July 1, 2020 – Reduce free parking period from 90 minutes to 60 

minutes
July 1, 2021 – Reduce free parking period from 60 minutes to 30 

minutes
 Return to City Council to report results of rate adjustments annually



Questions?, Comments?



Overhauling
Park City –
TDM, Parking & 
Stakeholder 
Engagement

Presented by: 
Julie Dixon
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History

• Common Characteristics
• Minimalism by the Numbers
• Prominent Minimalist Artists
• History of Minimalist Architecture
• Famous Minimalist Buildings
• Our Partners





Parking Management 
Roadmap

•Immediate objectives
•Within 12 months
•5 years
•10 years+

Add a heading

• Consider the end user experience 
• Long term planning, technology refresh 
• Incremental investments/ phased approach

Add a subheading



What's the Problem?

BAND-AID SOLUTIONS

Overwhelming to Manage

PROACTIVE VS. 
REACTIVE

CHASING THE TAIL



Understanding 
the Core Root of 
the Issue

• DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS
• COMPLIANCE BASED 

ENFORCEMENT
• AMBASSADOR APPROACH







WHY PARKING TECHNOLOGY?
Demand-based paid parking is an effective tool in the TDM toolbox

• To increase the availability of existing parking - 85%
• To reduce congestion, idling & single occupancy vehicle trips
• Disincentives are necessary to adjust behavior

"Free parking thus helps explain why 91 percent of commuters drive to 
work and why 93 percent of their vehicles have only one occupant." -

Shoup, Donald. 2005. Parking Cash Out. APA PAS Report.







• FREE Employee Park & Ride + Shuttle (10 minutes)
• Transit Express Commuter Route (10 minutes)
• Bedroom Community Increased Transit (SLC & Kamas)
• Guaranteed Ride Home for Employees
• FREE Permit Parking for Established Carpools
• Reduced Cost, Transferable Business Parking Permits
• Ebikes for Errands
• Employees Can Pay (which supports incentives)

SOLUTIONS















Results



Contact Us
julie@dixonresourcesunlimited

kenzie@dixonresourcesunlimited



Case Study: Tackling Truck
Parking in Florida

AJ Skillern
Research Analyst

Southwest Research Institute



Agenda

• Why?

• Phase 1 System
• Issues

• Phase 2 Updates

• Potential Future Improvements



Identifying the Problem

• Truck Parking was identified as an issue across the state of FL

• Frequently, truckers would encounter full lots leading to illegal driving 
or illegal parking

• Other lots were found to be underutilized. 

• Florida concluded the problem was due to “imbalance of truck 
parking capacity due to a lack of parking information management1” 

1. Commendatore, Christina (2016, October 19). Tackling truck parking: The Sunshine State’s solution. Retrieved from https://www.fleetowner.com



Coordination

• FDOT
• Central Office
• 7 Districts

• SwRI - Statewide ATMS Software Integrator

• IBI – 511 System Integrator

• Truck Parking Sensor Vendors



Phase 1 Design Goals

• Gather data from field sensors
• Solution must be able to support different 

vendors and data collection methods

• Report data to TMC operators
• Monitor parking facilities and vehicle 

counts
• Produce low availability alerts

• Push data to FL-ATIS
• Distribute to the public on 511 site as well 

as 3rd parties
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Phase 1 Special Considerations

• Districts put out different contracts to allow vendors to bid on 
implementing Truck Parking system with no specifics on hardware
• Different contracts had different turnaround times

• Software development was done concurrently with the hardware 
contracts. 
• Other large enhancements were also being made (Managed Lanes, Ramp Metering) driving 

different timelines
• Software was going to be completed before hardware was chosen.

• Possible Sensor Types
• Passage (track in and out)
• Presence (track each spot occupancy)



Phase 1 Configuration

• System allowed 
configuration of:

• Cameras

• DMS

• Total Available Spots

• Alert and Recovery 
Criteria



Phase 1 Status



Phase 1 Availability Reporting
• Space Availability is now being 

reported on signs as well as the 
511 site

• As of 6/3/19, there are 20 
Truck parking facilities 
reporting data to 511 with 
more to come online later.



Phase 2 

• Sites were identified with multiple rows and no way to turn 
around (similar to the one below)



Phase 2 
• Concept of “Parking Zone” was introduced to calculate the 

parking of individual rows. DMS signs can be added inside the 
facility to alert truckers.



Phase 2 Implementation



Future Concepts

• Near Future - 3rd party distribution of facility data for inclusion in 
other applications for truckers

• Long Term Data collection
• Facility Usage Analysis
• Availability Predictions

• CV Integration



Conclusions
• With more sites coming online, there is no doubt that the public is 

more informed on truck parking availability.

• Future analysis of the data will help FDOT make better decisions 
on how to allocate truck parking resources.

• Speed of rollouts presented some interesting challenges but the 
cooperation of the Central Office, FDOT districts, and multiple 
vendors helped the rollout run smoothly.



QUESTIONS?
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For more information:
Tim Erney, AICP/PTP/CTP
terney@kittelson.com
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